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West Bengal State Legislative Assembly Election 2016: A KP Analysis 

 

Background Note: A legislative assembly election will be held in 2016 for the 294 seats of 
the Bidhan Sabha in the state of West Bengal in India. Like in 2011, the polls will be held in 
six phases. The first phase, to be held in Naxal-affected areas, will have two polling dates- 
April 4 and April 11. The other phases will be held on April 17, 21, 25, 30 and May 5. In the 
previous election in 2011, the all India Trinamool Congress, under the leadership of 
Mamata Banerjee, won a majority and ended the 34-year rule of the Left Front 
government in the last assembly election which was held in 2011. 

Now the major question is will West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee and her party 
Trinamool Congress (TMC) form the government again after the recent assembly election 
which will be held in April-May 2016? 

Question : Will Trinamool Congress Party (TMC) win West Bengal assembly election 2016? 

Horary/Divine Seed No. : 156 (out of 249, on behalf of TMC). 

Time of Judgment : 11-04-2016, 19:30:22 Hrs. (IST). 

Place of Judgment : Benachity (Long/Lat: 23N29, 87E20), Durgapur, West Bengal. 

Hints 

In politics on in any field where competition is involved, we need to consider 6th house 
which is stands for competition and defeat to rivals (being 12th from 7th loss of opposition) 
and 11th house which is indicates success in competition as well as reputation as a winner.  

In case of any short competition like election, sports competition etc., the relevant cuspal 
sub lord and its star lord should be in direct motion. If the sub lord of the 6th or 11th be the  
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significator (in the star of the occupant or owner) of 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 11  success is 
promised during the joint period (DBA) of the significator of 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 11.     

But if 6th or 11th cusp sub lord be the significator (in the star of the occupant or owner) of 4, 
5, 7, 8, 9 and12 one can lose in election.  

In politics 1st house considered for native’s self-effort towards wining in competition. 2nd 
house considered for financial matter, 3rd house indicate one’s ability and 10th house 
denotes position, power, reputation, respect, name & fame etc.  
 
Note: However, in case of politics, if any confusion, 10th cusp (position and power in 
politics) should be additionally scrutinized carefully. 
 
MOON REVEALS THE NATURE OF QUERY: 

In this horary map Moon (Taurus 25-23-39) is in the star of Mars and sub of Rahu. 
Planet Moon is the occupant of 7 and owner of 9. Starlord Mars is the occupant of 
1 and owner of 1, 6. Sublord Rahu is the occupant of 10. Thus Moon signifies and/or 
in connection with the relevant houses (1-6-10), hence query or urge is genuine. 
 
Gulberga theory: 

If sublord of horary number furnished happens to be either Moon star lord or Lagna 
star lord among the Ruling Planets, then query is to be answered in the affirmative, 
otherwise not. In the case under consideration sublord of horary number is Rahu 
and Lagna starlod of ruling planets is also Rahu. Hence I told the querent that the 
answer to his query is positive and TMC will get a chance to win this election.  

Different Rule:  
 
1) Simple calculation method to know the answer- YES or NO (Astro secrets & 

Krishna-murti Padhdhati Part VI, Ruling Planets, edited by K. Subramaniam, page 

130)  

Take the horary number within 01 to 249. Divide the same by 12.  

(A) If the reminder is 0-2-6-11 - the answer is YES.  

(B) If the reminder is 1-3-7-9 - the result is LATE.  

(C) If the reminder is 4-5-8-10 - the answer is NO.  

The horary number is 156. When it is divided by 12 the reminder arrived is 0 (Zero). 

So the answer is YES. 
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Cuspal analysis for TMC 
 
6th Cusp (Aries 18-40-49): The sub lord of 6ht cusp is Rahu is in the star of Venus and 
sub of Ketu.  
 

 Planet Rahu is the occupant of 10th. Rahu having stellar positional strength 
i.e. untenanted (there is no planet in the star of Rahu)and the CSL of houses 
1, 6, 7 & 10.  

 
 

 Starlord Venus is the occupant of 4 and owner of 7, 12.  
 

 Sublord Ketu (untenanted) is the occupant of 4. Ketu posited in Aquarius sign thus 
represent Saturn. Saturn is the occupant of 1 and owner of 3, 4. Saturn conjoined 
with  
Mars in1 lord of 1, 6. Ketu is aspected by Jupiter in 10.   
  

 6th CSL Rahu signifies 10 and connected with 1,3, 6, 10 
 

 6th CSL Rahu signifies 4, 7, 12 and connected with 7 
 
10th Cusp (Leo 19-36-22): The sub lord of 10th cusp is Rahu as already discussed in 
above. 
 
11th Cusp (Virgo 21-13-36): The sub lord of 11th cusp is Venus in the star of Saturn 
(R) and sub of Rahu.  
 

 Planet Venus is the occupant of 4 and owner of 7, 12. 
 

 Starlord Saturn (R) is the occupant of 1 and owner of 3, 4. Saturn conjoined with 
Mars in1 lord of 1, 6. 

 
 Sublord Rahu as already discussed in above.  

 
 11th CSL Venus signifies 1, 3 and connected with 1, 6, 10. 

 
 11th CSL Venus signifies 4, 7, 12 and connected with 7.  

 
 
CUSPAL ANALYSIS FOR OPPONENT 

7th cusp is considered for opponent. Hence, rotate the chart to 7th cusp, treated as 
Lagna/Ascendant of opponent. 
 
6th Cusp (Libra 18-40-49): The sub lord of 6th cusp is Moon in the star of Mars and 
sub of Rahu.  
 

 Planet Moon is the occupant of 1 and owner of 3. Moon having stellar 
positional strength i.e. untenanted (there is no planet in the star of Moon) 
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and the CSL of house 6. 
 

 Starlord Mars is the occupant of 7 and owner of 7, 12. Mars conjoined with Saturn 
(R) in 7 lord of 9 , 10. 

 
 Sublord Rahu is the occupant of 4. Rahu having stellar positional strength i.e. 

untenanted (there is no planet in the star of Rahu) and the CSL of houses 1, 
4, 7 & 12.  
 

 6th CSL Moon signifies 1, 3 and connected with 1, 6, 10. 
 

 6th CSL Moon signifies 7, 12 and connected with 4, 7, 9, 12. 
 

 
10th Cusp (Aquarius 19-36-22): The sublord of 10th cusp is Mars in the star of Saturn 
(R) and sub of Rahu.  
 

 Planet Mars as already discussed in above. 
 

 Starlord Saturn (R) is the occupant of 7 and owner of 9, 10. Saturn conjoined 
with Mars as already discussed in above.  

 
 Sublord Rahu as already discussed in above.  

 
 10th CSL Mars signifies 10 and connected with 1, 10. 

 
 10th CSL Mars signifies 7, 9, 12 and connected with 4, 7, 9, 12. 

 
 
11th Cusp (Pisces 21-13-36): The sublord of 11th cusp is Venus in the star of Saturn 
(R) and sub of Rahu. 
 

 Planet Venus is the occupant of 10 and owner of 1, 6.  
 

 Starlord Saturn (R) as already discussed in above.  
 

 Sublord Rahu as already discussed in above. 
 

 11th CSL Venus signifies 1,6, 10 and connected with 1, 10. 
 

 11th CSL Venus signifies 7, 9 and connected with 4, 7, 9, 12. 
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COMPARISION TABLE 
 

 
 

Party 
 
 

Strength-wise houses (11th is stronger than 6, 6th is stronger 
than 1, 3, 10 and 1 is stronger than 3) 

 
VI 

 
X 

 
XI 

 

TMC 
 
 

 
Favourable 

 
1-3-6-10 

 
1-3-6-10 

 

 
1-3-6-10 

Unfavourable 4-7-12 4-7-12 4-7-12 

 
 

Opponent 
 

Favourable 
 

1-3-6-10 1-10 1-6-10 

 
Unfavourable 4-7-9-12 4-7-9-12 4-7-9-12 

 
Strong 

 
TMC TMC TMC 

 
The Comparison (Analysis) Table between TMC and Opponent (CPIM+CONG.) has 
been judged keeping in mind the following Golden Rules of KP Astrology, mainly 
KP Stellar Theory of Starlord versus Sublord. 
 

 Planet is the source of a result, Constellation is the nature of the result and 
Sub is the final deciding factor of a result. 
 

 If Starlord is benefic (favorable) and Sublord is also benefic (favorable), then 
the native enjoys. 
 

  If Starlord is malefic (unfavorable) and Sublord is also malefic (unfavorable), 
then the native suffers. 
 

 If Starlord is benefic (favorable) and Sublord is malefic (unfavorable), then 
apparently it may seem that the event is going to take place, but eventually 
it will hold. 
 

  If Starlord is malefic (unfavorable) and Sublord is benefic (favorable), then 
after some obstacles or hindrances, the event will take place. 

 
Note: In my practices I was several times seen that when prime cusp sub lord planet are 
nodes like Rahu and Ketu and they are simultaneously having stellar positional strength i.e. 
untenanted and if they are also in R.P. (Here Rahu is also in R.P.) then they are becomes 
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more strong and must give the result of the houses which they are signifies. Keeping in 
mind that in KP nodes are stronger than planets.  
 

 Conclusion: On behalf of TMC 6th & 10th both cusps sublord are Rahu 
deposited in the constellation of direct star, only 11th CSL Venus 
deposited in the constellation of retrograde star i.e. Saturn but Venus 
also deposited in the sub of Rahu (untenanted). In this horary map the 
Rahu is more stronger than other planet who signifies10 and connected 
with 1,3, 6, 10, so for giving the result Rahu makes the difference. In 
astrology Rahu represents Muslim community and in this horary chat 
Rahu is fully favourable for TMC. Thus TMC must get advantage from 
Muslim Voters.  

 
On opponent side 
 

1. 6th CSL Moon is deposited in the constellation of Mars and Mars conjoined 
with Saturn which is retrograde. 
 

2. 10th CSL Mars & 11th CSL Venus both are deposited in the constellation of 
retrograde Saturn. 
(Here Saturn (R) effect are considered)  

 
There may be strong fight in election and TMC seats will reduce from the present 
position because TMC’s 11th CSL is deposited in the constellation of retro Saturn. 
But as per Gulberga theory and other different rule and considering the above 
analysis it is clearly indicates that TMC get advantage in this election.  
 
My opinion: So in my opinion Mamata Banerjee and her party Trinamool Congress (TMC) 
form the government again after the assembly election 2016. 
 
Let me try to predict the total seat to be won by the TMC. The total seat in West Bengal 
Bidhan Sabha is 294. I do not have much success in predicting seat of party in election but 
this exercise will help me to improve my work in future. I have considered option theory for 
seats prediction. I am confident that the TMC will not get less than 130 seats and on the 
basis of the above I will make the following range of seats in assembly election for TMC. 
 
Option No. 1  130-150 seats  
Option No. 2  150-170 seats 
Option No. 3  170-190 seats 
Option No. 4  190-210 seats 
 
On the basis of the horary chart the ruling planets at the time of judgement are, 
 
Ascendant Lord Venus, Moon starlord is Mars, Moon sign lord Venus, Day lord is Moon. 
 
Venus owns Taurus and Libra i.e. 2nd and 7th Rasis. Mars owns Aries and Scorpio i.e. 1st and 
8th Rasis and Moon owns Cancer i.e. 4th Rasis of the zodiac. Venus is transiting in the U-
Bhadrapada constellation and the owner Saturn is retrograde. Mars is transiting in 
Anuradha cosntellation and the owner Saturn is retrograde.  
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Ascendant Lord: Venus (In retro star) 
Moon Star Lord :  Mars (In retro star) 
Moon Sign Lord:  Venus (In retro star) 
Day Lord      :  Moon = 4 
 
Hence, the ruling planets which can be considered for the options theory is only Moon. 
The total of Moon rasi is 4. As the total is equal to options the fourth option is indicated as 
the resultant option. In the present case by the fourth option the TMC should get seats in 
the range of 190-210. 
 
Actual fact: Prediction comes correct. Mamata Banerjee and her party Trinamool 
Congress (TMC) formed the government again after the assembly election 2016. TMC 
won 211 seats in that election which is almost in the range of 190-210 as predicted by me. 
The Options theory is found successful. 
 
 

Pranaam to Lord Ganesh and Guruji KSK! 

Pranaam to my Guruji Sri Rabindranath Ghosh! 
 

LONG LIVE KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI 

GOOD LUCK..!! 
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